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Abstract—Asynchronous event-driven server architecture has been considered as a superior alternative to the thread-based

counterpart due to reduced multithreading overhead. In this paper, we conduct empirical research on the efficiency of asynchronous

Internet servers, showing that an asynchronous server may perform significantly worse than a thread-based one due to two design

deficiencies. The first one is the widely adopted one-event-one-handler event processing model in current asynchronous Internet

servers, which could generate frequent unnecessary context switches between event handlers, leading to significant CPU overhead of

the server. The second one is a write-spin problem (i.e., repeatedly making unnecessary I/O system calls) in asynchronous servers due

to some specific runtime workload and network conditions (e.g., large response size and non-trivial network latency). To address these

two design deficiencies, we present a hybrid solution by exploiting the merits of different asynchronous architectures so that the server

is able to adapt to dynamic runtime workload and network conditions in the cloud. Concretely, our hybrid solution applies a lightweight

runtime request checking and seeks for the most efficient path to process each request from clients. Our results show that the hybrid

solution can achieve from 10 to 90 percent higher throughput than all the other types of servers under the various realistic workload and

network conditions in the cloud.

Index Terms—Asynchronous, event-driven, thread-based, internet servers, efficiency

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MODERN Internet servers are expected to handle high
concurrency workload at high resource efficiency in

the cloud [1],[2]. To achieve this goal, many previous research
efforts [3], [4] have shown that the asynchronous event-driven
architecture could be a superior alternative to the traditional
thread-based design. An important reason is that an asyn-
chronous event-driven server can avoid the well-known
multithreading overhead, which usually occurs in the thread-
based counterpart when facing high concurrency workload.
Though conceptually simple, building high-performance
asynchronous event-driven servers is challenging because
of the obscured non-sequential control flow rooted in the
event-driven programmingmodel [4].

In this paper, we study some non-trivial design defic-
iencies of asynchronous event-driven servers that make
them less efficient than the thread-based counterparts when
facing high concurrency workload. Through our extensive

experiments, we show that constructing good performance
and high efficiency asynchronous event-driven servers
requires careful design of event processing flow and the
capability to adapt to dynamic runtime workload and net-
work conditions. For example, the conventional design
practice of one-event-one-handler event processing flow
may cause a significant performance loss of an asynchro-
nous server by generating frequent unnecessary intermedi-
ate events and context switches, which occur at the
transition of control flow between different event handlers.
Our further analysis also shows that some runtime work-
load and network conditions might result in frequent
redundant I/O system calls due to the non-blocking nature
of asynchronous function calls, causing significant CPU
overhead in an asynchronous server, but not in a thread-
based one.

The first contribution of the paper is an empirical study
illustrating the negative impact of the inefficient event proc-
essing flow on asynchronous server performance. Our study
is motivated by running a standard 3-tier application bench-
mark RUBBoS [5] (see Fig. 3), wherewe observed a significant
system throughput drop (28 percent) afterwemerely upgrade
the Tomcat application server in the system from a thread-
based version (Version 7) to its asynchronous event-driven
version (Version 8). Our analysis reveals that such an unex-
pected performance degradation stems from the poor design
of event processing flow of the asynchronous Tomcat server,
causing a significant high CPU overhead due to unnecessary
context switches.We further investigate many other represen-
tative asynchronous servers/middleware (see Table 1) and
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find that such a poor design of event processing flow widely
exists among Jetty [6], GlassFish [7], and MongoDB Java
asynchronous driver [8].

The second contribution is a sensitivity analysis of how
different runtime workload and network conditions impact
the efficiency of the event processing flow of asynchronous
servers. Concretely, we vary the server response size and net-
work latency based on realistic conditions in a typical cloud
environment and see their impact on the performance of
servers with different architectures. Our experimental results
show that an asynchronous server could encounter a severe
write-spin problem, in which the server makes a large
amount of unnecessary I/O system calls when sending a rela-
tively large size of server response (e.g., 100KB), thus wastes
the critical CPU resource up to 24 percent. Such a problem is
caused by the lack of coordination between the non-blocking
nature of asynchronous system calls in the application layer
and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism in the OS kernel. Our
experiments show that some network conditions (e.g., net-
work latency) could exaggerate the CPU overhead caused
by the write-spin problem, leading to a more severe perfor-
mance drop of the server.

The third contribution is a hybrid solution which exploits
the merits of different asynchronous event-driven architec-
tures in order to adapt to dynamic runtime workload
and network conditions. We first examined a widely-used
asynchronous event-driven network application framework
named “Netty [12]”, which adopts a write operation optimi-
zation technique to alleviate the aforementioned write-spin
problem. However, we found that such an optimization
introduces non-trivial CPU overhead in the case of the
absence of the write-spin problem. Our hybrid solution
extends the native Netty by applying a lightweight profiling
technique to check whether the write-spin problem exists
during the server runtime. Based on the runtime checking
results, our solution chooses themost efficient event process-
ing flow for each client request, avoiding both the write-spin
problem and the non-trivial optimization overhead.

Overall, our study of asynchronous Internet server effi-
ciency has a potentially significant impact on achieving good
performance and high resource efficiency in today’s cloud
data centers. Plenty of previous research efforts have shown
the challenges of achieving high performance at high system
utilization, especially for those latency-sensitive interactive
web applications [13], [14]. Our work shows that, given the

right design of event processing flow, asynchronous Internet
servers could continuously achieve stable and high perfor-
mance under the various runtime workload and network
conditions (even at high resource utilization). Our work also
provides future research opportunities as many system com-
ponents (e.g., ZooKeeper [15]) have been shifting from the
thread-based architecture to the asynchronous one, thus the
similar problemsmay also occur.

We outline the rest of the paper as follows. Section 2
presents a motivation experiment that merely upgrading an
application server from the thread-based version to its asyn-
chronous counterpart causes large system performance loss.
Section 3 studies the poor design of event processing flow
leading to unnecessary context switch overhead. Section 4
shows the write-spin problem of an asynchronous server
sending large size responses. Section 5 introduces our
hybrid solution. Section 6 summarized the related work and
Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 RPC versus Asynchronous Network I/O

Modern Internet servers generally use either synchronous
or asynchronous connectors for inter-tier (or between a client
and a server) communications. These connectors mainly
focus on the following activities: 1) manage network con-
nections from both the upstream and the downstream tiers,
2) read (and write) data through established connections,
and 3) parse and route new requests to the application layer
(business logic) and vice versa. Although asynchronous and
synchronous connectors are similar in functionality, they
are very different in the underlying mechanism to interact
with the application layer logic.

Synchronous connectors are mostly adopted by the RPC
thread-based servers. There are two types of threads in this
type connector: the main thread takes care of accepting new
connections and dispatching each connection to a dedicated
worker thread, and eachworker threadwill handle all activi-
ties of the corresponding connection until the close of it.
Accordingly, a large number of worker threads are needed
to handle high concurrency workload. Due to the user-
perceived sequential processing logic, it is relatively easy for
developers to build synchronous thread-based servers, but
the overhead associated with multithreading (e.g., locks and
context switches) can lead to performance degradation [3].

TABLE 1
Summary of Inefficient Event Processing Flow in Mainstreamed Asynchronous Servers=Middleware
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Asynchronous connectors are able to use only one or a few
threads for handling high concurrency workload using an
event-driven mechanism. Fig. 1 depicts the interactions of
an asynchronous connector with the application layer and
the underlying operating system. To process a pool of estab-
lished connections, the asynchronous connector switches
between two phases (event monitoring phase and event han-
dling phase) to handle requests from these connections. The
event monitoring phase determines connections with the
occurrence of pending network I/O events, such as a read-
able or writable state of a particular connection. The under-
lying operating system provides the event notification
mechanism (e.g., select, poll, or epoll). The event handling
phase will perform the actual business logic by dispatching
each event to the corresponding event handler [3], [4], [16].

In practice, there are two typical server designs using the
asynchronous connectors. The first design is a single-
threaded server which uses only one thread to handle both
event monitoring and handling phase (e.g., Lighttpd [10]
and Node.js [11]). Previous work [17] shows that such a
design is able to minimize multithreading overhead when
dealing with in-memory workloads. In the second design, a
small size of the worker thread pool is used to concurrently
process events in the event handling phase (e.g., the asyn-
chronous Tomcat). Such a design is intended to efficiently
exploit a multi-core CPU [16], or deal with complex work-
load involving transient disk I/O activities. Variants of the
second design have been studied, such as the Staged Event-
Driven Architecture (SEDA) adopted by Haboob [3].

In general, previous research demonstrates that asyn-
chronous event-driven server is able to outperform the
thread-based one in throughput due to the reduced multi-
threading overhead, especially for servers facing high con-
currency workload. However, our study in the next section
will show the contradictory results.

2.2 Experimental Setup

We conduct our experiments using RUBBoS [5], which is a
representative n-tier benchmark modeled after the bulletin
board applications like Slashdot [18]. In our experiments, we
configure the benchmark as a typical 3-tier topology as
shown in Fig. 2, with one Apache web server, one Tomcat
application server, and one MySQL database server. There
are 24 servlets providing different interactions, which can be
further categorized into browse-only and read/write mixes

workload. We use the former one in this experiment. The
response size of each servlet varies from tens to hundreds of
kilobytes in a Zipf-like distribution. The default workload
generator simulates a number of concurrent users to mimic
real user behaviors. Each user browses different pages fol-
lowing a Markov chain model, and the think time between
two consecutive requests is averagely 7 seconds. Such a
design of workload generator is widely adopted by other
typical n-tier benchmarks like RUBiS [19], TPC-W [20], and
Cloudstone [21]. We ran the experiments in our private clus-
ter. Fig. 2 shows detailed software configurations, hardware
specifications1 and a sample 3-tier topology.

2.3 Performance Degradation from Tomcat Upgrade

Software upgrade in web-facing n-tier systems is common
for system admins due to the rapid application evolvement.
In this section, we show a case study that significant system
performance loss in a 3-tier RUBBoS benchmark after we
upgrade a thread-based application server to its asynchro-
nous counterpart. Concretely, we first adopt Tomcat 7
(noted as TomcatSync) as the application server, which
adopts a thread-based synchronous connector to communi-
cate with other servers. We then upgrade the Tomcat server
to a newer version (version 8, noted as TomcatAsync), the
default connector of which has changed to the asynchro-
nous one, with the expectation of system performance
improvement after the Tomcat upgrade.

Fig. 1. Interactions of an asynchronous connector between the applica-
tion server and underlying operating system.

Fig. 2. Details of the experimental setup.

Fig. 3. Significant performance degradation after we merely upgrade
Tomcat from the thread-based version 7 to the asynchronous version 8
in a 3-tier system.

1. Only one core is enabled in BIOS unless explicitly mentioned.
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However, Fig. 3 shows an unexpected system perfor-
mance drop after the thread-based Tomcat upgrades to its
asynchronous counterpart. We use notation SYStomcatV 7 and
SYStomcatV 8 to represent the system with TomcatSync and
TomcatAsync, respectively. The figure shows that the
throughput of SYStomcatV 8 stops increasing at workload 9000,
which is much earlier than SYStomcatV 7. At workload 11000,
SYStomcatV 7 achieves 28 percent higher throughput than
SYStomcatV 8, and the corresponding average response time is
significantly increased by a factor of ten (300ms versus 3s).
Considering that we merely upgrade a thread-based Tomcat
server to a newer asynchronous one, such a result is counter-
intuitive.We note the bottleneck resource in the system is the
CPU of the Tomcat server in both cases, while the utilization
of the hardware resources (memory, disk I/O, etc.) of all
other components is moderate (less than 60 percent).

We also observed another interesting phenomenon that
the asynchronous TomcatAsync experiences significantly
higher frequency of context switches than the thread-based
TomcatSync when facing the same workload. We monitor
system-level metrics using Collectl [22]. For example, Tom-
catAsync encountered more than twice context switches
per second than TomcatSync (12950 /sec versus 5930 /sec)
at workload 11000. Since the high frequency of context
switches causes high CPU overhead, it makes sense to sug-
gest that the throughput gap between SYStomcatV 7 and
SYStomcatV 8 (see Fig. 3) is caused by the different level of con-
text switches in Tomcat. We note the Tomcat CPU is the bot-
tleneck in the system. However, significant previous work
shows that an asynchronous server is supposed to have
much fewer context switches than a thread-based server, so
why do we observe the contradictory results here? We will
answer this question in the next section.

3 INEFFICIENT EVENT PROCESSING FLOW

In this section, we introduce the inefficient event processing
flowproblem,which results in the systemperformance degra-
dation of the 3-tier RUBBoS benchmark after the thread-based
Tomcat server upgrades to its asynchronous counterpart.
In the following experimental evaluation, we separate out
Tomcat for better quantifying our performance analysis on
different versions of Tomcat.

3.1 Unnecessary Context Switches between Event
Handlers

In this set of experiments, we use JMeter [23] as a workload
generator sending HTTP requests to access Tomcat (both the

thread-based and the asynchronous) directly (no Apache
and MySQL is involved). We divide these HTTP requests
into three categories: small, medium, and large, which are
based on the response size of each request. Concretely, the
Tomcat server will respond with 3 sizes of responses (i.e.,
0.1KB, 10KB, and 100KB) according to different types of
requests from JMeter. To simulate realistic business logic,
the Tomcat server will generate a corresponding response
(e.g., a 0.1KB/10KB/100KB random string) on-the-fly during
runtime, such generation process (or computation) of each
request is proportional to the response size. We choose these
three sizes of server response because they are representative
of the RUBBoS benchmark. We note that JMeter adopts
threads to emulate real users sending requests. To precisely
control the workload concurrency to the target Tomcat
server, we set the think time between every two consecutive
requests from each client thread to be zero.

We first compare the throughput between the thread-
based TomcatSync and the asynchronous TomcatAsync

under different workload concurrencies and response
sizes, shown in Fig. 4. An interesting phenomenon is that
TomcatSync outperforms TomcatAsync in throughput
when the workload concurrency is less than a certain point
(referred as the crossover point), and then the throughput
superiority of two servers is reversed as the workload con-
currency continues to increase. For example, the crossover
point workload concurrency is 64 in the 10KB response
size case (Fig. 4b), and 1600 in the 100KB response size
case (Fig. 4c). We note that the response size for RUBBoS
benchmark in Section 2 varies from tens to hundreds of
kilobytes in a Zipf-like distribution and the average is
about 20KB, and the request processing concurrency in
Tomcat is averagely 35 when the system approaches satu-
ration. According to our experimental results here, it is not
surprising that TomcatSync outperforms TomcatAsync

in the 3-tier RUBBoS benchmark experiments, leading to
higher throughput of SYStomcatV 7 than that of SYStomcatV 8

since the Tomcat server is the bottleneck. The question
is why the thread-based TomcatSync outperforms the
asynchronous TomcatAsync before a certain workload
concurrency.

Our further analysis shows that it is the poor design of the
event processing flow in TomcatAsync that creates a large
number of context switches which leads to non-trivial CPU
overhead. In Table 2, we show that the frequency of context
switches in the asynchronous TomcatAsync is significantly
higher than that in the synchronous TomcatSync when

Fig. 4. The concurrency crossover point between TomcatSync and TomcatAsync increases as the response size increases from 0.1KB to 100KB.
The throughput of TomcatSync surpasses TomcatAsync at a wider concurrency range when response size is large (comparing (a) and (c)), sug-
gesting additional overhead for TomcatAsync leading to performance degradation.
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facing the same concurrency workload (e.g., from 8 to 3200).
Such results are consistent with our observations in the pre-
vious RUBBoS experiments. We note that TomcatAsync

uses the second asynchronous server design, in which the
server monitors events by a reactor thread (event monitor-
ing) and handles events by a small size of worker thread
pool (event handling) (see Section 2.1). To process a new
incoming request, Fig. 5 illustrates the event processing flow
in TomcatAsync, which includes the following four steps:

1) the reactor thread dispatches a read event to a
worker thread (reactor thread!worker thread A);

2) the worker thread reads and parses the event (read
request), prepares the response for the request, and
then generates a write event; the reactor thread is
notified the occurrence of the write event (worker
thread A! reactor thread);

3) the reactor thread dispatches the write event to a
worker thread to send the response out (reactor
thread!worker thread B).

4) the worker thread finishes sending the response, and
the control returns to the reactor thread (worker
thread B! reactor thread).

Accordingly, TomcatAsync needs four context switches
between the reactor thread and the worker threads to pro-
cess one client request. Such an inefficient design of the
event processing flow is widely adopted by many represen-
tative asynchronous software (see Table 1), showing a

general problem in designing asynchronous software. On
the other hand, each client request in the thread-based Tom-

catSync is dispatched to a dedicated worker thread, which
is intended to handle all the activities associated with
this request, including reading the request, preparing the
response, and sending the response out. Therefore, the con-
text switch only happenswhen the processingworker thread
is interrupted or swapped out by the operating systems due
to running out of CPU quota.

To better quantify the performance impact of context
switches on servers with different architectures, we simplify
the design of TomcatAsync and TomcatSync by ruling
out some unnecessary modules (e.g., cache management
and logging) and only keep the necessary parts related to
the business logic. We refer the simplified TomcatAsync

and TomcatSync as sTomcat-Async and sTomcat-

Sync, respectively. We also implement two alternative
asynchronous servers with reduced context switches as a
reference. The first alternative is sTomcat-Async-Fix,
which uses the same worker thread to process both the read
and the write events of the same request. In this case, the
same worker thread, after finishing preparing the response,
will continue to send the response out (step 2 and 3 in Fig. 5
are merged with step 4), thus only two context switches are
required to process one client request: 1) the reactor thread
dispatches a read event to one available worker thread in
the thread pool, and 2) the same worker thread returns the
control back to the reactor thread after sending response
out. The second alternative design is SingleT-Async,
which adopts a single thread to process events in both event
monitoring and event handling phase. Such a design is sup-
posed to avoid the context switch overhead. We summarize
the four types of servers with their associated context
switches when processing one client request in Table 3.
Readers who are interested can refer to our source code of
server implementation from our repository [24].

TABLE 2
TomcatAsync Encounters More Context Switches than

TomcatSync in Different Response Size Cases

Workload
concurrency

Response
size [KB]

TomcatAsync TomcatSync

[�1000=sec]

8
0.1 40 16
10 25 7
100 28 2

100
0.1 38 15
10 26 5
100 25 2

3200
0.1 37 15
10 22 6
100 28 3

The workload concurrency varies from 8 to 3200.

Fig. 5. Inefficient event processing flow in TomcatAsync for one client
request processing. There are four context switches between the reactor
thread and the worker threads.

TABLE 3
Summary of Different Types of Servers with Associated Context
Switches among the Threads Running in the User-Space (e.g.,
the Reactor Thread and Worker Threads) when Processing One

Client Request

Server type Context
Switch

Note

sTomcat-Async 4
Different worker threads
handle read and write
events respectively.

sTomcat-Async-Fix 2
The same worker thread
handles read and write
events.

sTomcat-Sync 0

Dedicated worker thread
for each request. Context
switches only occur by
interrupt or swapped out
due to running out of CPU
quota.

SingleT-Async 0

One thread handles both
event monitoring and
processing. No context
switches exist.

Other implicit context switches such as interrupt or swapped-out are not
counted.
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We show the performance comparison among the four
architecturally different servers under different workload
concurrencies and response sizes as shown in Fig. 6. Through
Figs. 6a and 6d, we observe the negative correlation bet-
ween the server throughput and the corresponding fre-
quency of context switches of each server type. For example,
sTomcat-Async-Fix achieves 22 percent higher through-
put than sTomcat-Async while the context switch fre-
quency is 34 percent less when the server response size is
0.1KB and the workload concurrency is 16 in Figs. 6a and 6d,
respectively. In this set of experiments, the computation for
each request is proportional to the server response size,
which means in the small server response size scenario (e.g.,
the 0.1KB case), more CPU cycles will be wasted in context
switches compared to those consumed in actual request
processing. For example, in the 0.1KB response size case, the
gap of the context switches between sTomcat-Async-Fix

and sTomcat-Async in Fig. 6d could reflect the throughput
difference in Fig. 6a. We further validate such a hypothesis
by the other two types of servers SingleT-Async and
sTomcat-Sync, which achieves 91 percent (42K req/sec
versus 22 req/sec) and 57 percent (35K req/sec versus
22 req/sec) higher throughput than sTomcat-Async at
workload concurrency 100, respectively (Fig. 6a). The context
switch comparison in Fig. 6d can help explain the through-
put difference. For example, SingleT-Async only encoun-
ters a few hundred per second context switches (due to other
daemon processes such as monitoring tools like Collectl [22]
and perf [25]), which is three orders of magnitude less than
that of sTomcat-Async.

Recall our previous study in Table 3, context switches for
the thread-based sTomcat-Sync only occur when the
processing worker thread is interrupted or swapped out
due to running out of CPU quota; on the other hand, context
switches for the asynchronous sTomcat-Async happen
when the events are dispatched between the reactor thread

and the processing worker thread (e.g., step 1�4 in Fig. 5).
In this case, the lock operation is required to synchronize
the threads (the reactor thread and the worker threads),
which introduces lock contention overhead. We then use
perf [25] (a performance analysis tool) to validate our
hypothesis in Table 4. The server response size is 0.1KB and
the workload concurrency is 100. Our results show that the
lock contention between threads to coordinate information
(e.g., connection context) plays a significant role in perfor-
mance overhead for asynchronous servers with a design of
inefficient event processing flow. For example, the futex
overhead and cache miss in sTomcat-Async is 13.86 and
0.07 percent respectively, which is the highest out of four
servers. Such high overhead further results in less CPU effi-
ciency (i.e., the lowest instructions per cycle), leading to sig-
nificant throughput loss.

We note that the portion of the CPU overhead associated
with context switches becomes less when the size of the
server response becomes larger. This is because more CPU
cycles will be consumed for processing requests and send-
ing responses given the same number of context switches.
Fig. 6b and 6c show the throughput comparison of different

Fig. 6. Performance comparison among four architecturally different servers when the size of server response increases from 0.1KB to 100KB. Sub-
figure (a) and (d) show the negative correlation between server throughput and corresponding context switch frequency of each server type. How-
ever, when the response size is large (100KB), subfigure (c) shows that sTomcat-Sync performs the best compared to other types of servers
before the workload concurrency 400, suggesting other factors create additional overhead in asynchronous servers.

TABLE 4
Comparison of Futex Lock Overhead, Cache Miss, and Instruc-
tions per Cycle among Four Architecturally Different Servers

SingleT-
Async

sTomcat-
Sync

sTomcat-
Async-Fix

sTomcat-
Async

Throughput
[req/sec]

42K 35K 27K 22K

Futex lock [%] 0.49 7.62 11.05 13.86
Cache miss [%] 0.054 0.059 0.064 0.070
Instructions per
cycle [#/sec]

1.15 0.95 0.90 0.82

The server response size is 0.1KB and the workload concurrency is 100.
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servers with the 10KB and the 100KB response size, respec-
tively. The throughput gap among these four types of serv-
ers becomes narrower, suggesting that context switches
have less impact on server throughput.

In fact, we also observe another interesting phenomenon
that the asynchronous SingleT-Async achieves lower
throughput than the thread-based sTomcat-Sync when
the workload concurrency is less than 400 as shown in
Fig. 6c. Although the context switches in SingleT-Async

are much less than those in sTomcat-Sync (see Fig. 6f).
These results suggest that other factors introduce significant
overhead in the asynchronous SingleT-Async as the
server response size increases (e.g., 100KB). We will explain
these factors in Section 4.

3.2 Evaluation in a Multi-Core Environment

Multi-core has been rapidly adopted in cloud data centers,
thus one requirement for modern Internet servers lies in the
ability to scale-out in a multi-core hardware setting [26], [27].
Our investigation shows that the context switch overhead
caused by inefficient event processing flow also has a signifi-
cant impact on the performance of asynchronous servers in a
multi-core environment (see Fig. 7). Previous studies [28],
[29] already show that the N-copy model is widely adopted
as a successful solution to enabling an asynchronous server
to leverage multiple CPUs in a multi-core environment. For
example, the asynchronous SingleT-Async only uses one
thread, we adopt the N-copy model for SingleT-Async

and each copy consumes one CPU core; N equals the num-
ber of cores enabled in the host. To avoid CPU crosstalk
penalty [30], we use CPU affinity to launch multiple copies
of servers in a multi-core environment. To conduct a fair
comparison, we also apply the N-copy model to the other
three types of servers. Interested readers can refer to Veal’s
work [26] which discusses the challenges to scale-up web
servers to multi-core. Nevertheless, the N-copy model is a
common practice in scaling modern Internet servers, espe-
cially in the emerging microservices architecture, where
each micro-service can scale-out multiple replicas to handle
workload increase [31].

We set the workload concurrency to 100 (high enough to
saturate the quad-core CPU) and the server response size to
0.1KB in all cases. Fig. 7a shows that the throughput of each
server scales almost linearly as the number of cores
increases; Fig. 7b shows the frequency of context switches
of different servers. These two figures show the consistent

results as in the single-core case (Fig. 6a and 6d), where the
inefficient event processing flow causes frequent context
switches in asynchronous servers and degrades the server
performance in a multi-core environment.

On the other hand, We note that the asynchronous serv-
ers such as sTomcat-Async and sTomcat-Async-Fix

delegate event processing to the small size of the worker
thread pool (see Section 2.1). Such a design is intended to
efficiently exploit multiple CPUs in a multi-core environ-
ment since most of the computations (business logic) rely
on the worker thread pool. We conduct the same experi-
ments on asynchronous sTomcat-Async-Fix with only a
single instance running in a multi-core environment in
Fig. 8, we refer it as sTomcat-Async-Fix w/1-copy. An
interesting observation is that in Fig. 8a, sTomcat-Async-
Fix w/ 1-copy outperforms sTomcat-Async-Fix w/ N-

copy by 13 percent in throughput in a dual-core environ-
ment. Such a performance improvement is because that
sTomcat-Async-Fix encounters less context switches in
the 1-copy case, as shown in Fig. 8b. Recall our previous
study in Table 3, context switches for the asynchronous
sTomcat-Async-Fix happen when the events are dis-
patched between the reactor thread and the processing
worker thread (i.e., step 1 and 4 in Fig. 5). In a dual-core
environment, the reactor thread and the processing worker
thread could be running on separate CPUs due to the oper-
ating system process scheduling, thus such event dispatches
between these two threads only involve the thread coordi-
nation among CPUs instead of context switches. In this
case, the context switch overhead is significantly reduced.

Fig. 7. The context switch problem caused by inefficient event processing flow also occurs in a multi-core environment. The workload concurrency
keeps 100. The server response size is 0.1KB so that the computation of each request is light. Thus the throughput difference in (a) is mainly caused
by the the context switch difference in (b).

Fig. 8. The 1-copymodel mitigates context switches problem in a multi-
core environment for sTomcat-Async-Fix, but it cannot solve the
problem. The workload concurrency keeps 100 and the server response
size is 0.1KB.
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However, SingleT-Async w/ N-copy still performs the
best in all multi-core cases in Fig. 8a, showing that 1-copy
model only mitigates the context switch problem for sTom-
cat-Async-Fix, it cannot solve the problem completely.

Summary. Through our extensive experiments on four
architecturally different servers (Single-Async, sTomcat-
Async, sTomcat-Async-Fix, and sTomcat-Sync), we
observed that Single-Async is able to achieve the best
performance under various workload concurrencies when
the response size is small. The main reason is because
Single-Async reduces the multithreading overhead (e.g.,
context switches and lock) caused by inefficient event process-
ing flow, which generates frequent unnecessary intermediate
events, as shown in the other three servers (i.e., sTomcat-
Async-Fix, sTomcat-Async, and sTomcat-Sync). In the
next section, wewill discuss other factors thatmake Single-
Async less efficient, for example, when the server response
size is large (e.g., 100KB).

4 WRITE-SPIN IN ASYNCHRONOUS INVOCATION

In this section, we analyze the performance degradation of an
asynchronous server in the large response size case. We mea-
sure the CPU usage in both the user/kernel space and profile
some critical system calls of servers with different architec-
tures using monitoring tools like Collectl [22] and JPro-
filer [32]. Our measurements show that an asynchronous
server could encounter a severe write-spin problem in which
the server invokes a large amount of unnecessary I/O system
callswhen sending a large size server response, thus degrades
the server efficiency. We then explore some realistic factors in
cloud data centers that could exaggerate the negative effect of
the write-spin problem, degrading an asynchronous server
performance further.

4.1 Overhead Caused by Write-Spin

Recall the experimental results in Fig. 6a, which shows
that the asynchronous SingleT-Async outperforms the
thread-based sTomcat-Sync 20 percent in throughput at
the workload concurrency 8 in a small response size sce-
nario (i.e., 0.1KB). However, such a throughput superiority
is reversed at the same workload concurrency once the
server response increases to 100KB (Fig. 6c). Such a result
suggests that sending a large size of server response brings
a significant overhead for the asynchronous SingleT-

Async but not for the thread-based sTomcat-Sync.
To study the throughput drop of SingleT-Async in a

large size response scenario, we collect the performancemet-
rics (e.g., CPU) of the server with different response sizes
using Collectl. We show the CPU utilization comparison

between SingleT-Async and sTomcat-Sync as we
increase the response size from 0.1KB to 100KB as shown in
Table 5. The workload concurrency is 100 and the CPU of
both servers is 100 percent utilized. The table shows that
when increasing the 0.1KB response size to 100KB, the CPU
consumption in user-space of the asynchronous SingleT-
Async increases 25 percent (80-55 percent), which is much
less than 34 percent (92-58 percent) of the thread-based
sTomcat-Sync. Such a result indicates that SingleT-

Async is more sensitive than sTomcat-Sync in user-space
CPU utilization as response size increases.

We then profile SingleT-Async in different server
response size cases by JProfiler during the experiment run-
time, and see the difference of application-level activities.
We observed that the frequency of system call socket.

write() is exceptionally high when the response size is
100KB in Table 6. In fact, socket.write() will be called
when a server tries to send a response out. For example,
the synchronous thread-based sTomcat-Sync will call
socket.write() only once when processing each client
request regardless of the size of the server response. Such a
pattern is also true for asynchronous SingleT-Async in
the case of the 0.1KB and 10KB response sizes. However, the
table shows SingleT-Async requires averagely 102 calls of
socket.write() per request in the 100 KB response case.
It is well-known that system calls are expensive because
of the associated kernel-user switching overhead [33], thus
the high CPU overhead in user-space of SingleT-Async
sending a large response (in Table 5) can be explained.

We further investigate the exceptionally high socket
writes in SingleT-Async, which are caused by a combina-
tion of a small size TCP send buffer (16KB by default) and
the TCP wait-ACK mechanism. We refer it as the write-spin
problem in Fig. 9. Concretely, the processing thread in Sin-

gleT-Async invokes a Java library method java.nio.chan-
nels.SocketChanne.write() [34], which wraps the system call
socket.write(). In this case, the method tries to transfer
100KB data to the TCP send buffer, but it is only able to trans-
fer at most 16KB data at first because of the limited size of
TCP send buffer, which is structured as a byte buffer ring. A
TCP sliding window determines the actual amount of data
to be sent to the client and frees up the occupied TCP send
buffer space only if the ACKs are received from the previ-
ously sent-out packets. Considering the non-blocking nature
of the asynchronous servers, such a library method in Sin-

gleT-Async immediately returns the total amount of bytes
copied to the TCP send buffer once called; in the worst case,
it returns zero when the TCP send buffer is already full

TABLE 5
More User-Space CPU Resource is Consumed in
SingleT-Async than that in sTomcat-Sync

Server Type sTomcat-Sync SingleT-Async

Response Size 0.1KB 100KB 0.1KB 100KB
TP [req=sec] 35000 590 42800 520

User total % 55% 80% 58% 92%
System total % 45% 20% 42% 8%

We set the workload concurrency to 100 in all cases.

TABLE 6
Severe Write-Spin Problem Happens in 100KB Response Size

Case

Response
Size

# req. #
socket.write()

# write()
per req.

0.1KB 238530 238530 1
10KB 9400 9400 1
100KB 2971 303795 102

The table shows the total number of socket.write() for each request in
SingleT-Async under different response size during a one-minute
experiment.
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(i.e.,system call socket.write() returns errno like
EWOULDBLOCK, indicating the fullness of TCP send
buffer [35]), resulting in a severe write spin problem. In con-
trast, the method to transfer data in the thread-based sTom-

cat-Sync is blocking; the actual write loop (data transfer)
occurs in kernel throughput the limited TCP send buffer,
and it is much more efficient than that occurs in user-space,
which is what the non-blocking socket.write() in the
asynchronous SingleT-Async does (the write spin-prob-
lem). In this case, sTomcat-Sync calls only one such a
method for each request, avoiding unnecessary spins of the
processingworker thread in SingleT-Async.

A straightforward solution is to manually set the TCP
send buffer to the same size (or even larger) as the server
response. However, in practice it is a non-trivial task due to
the following three reasons. First, predicting the response
size of internet services is difficult since the web appli-
cation workloads are dynamic by nature. For example, the
responses from a Tomcat server can vary from tens of bytes
to megabytes since requests may require dynamic content
from the downstream databases. Second, HTTP/2 intro-
duces Server Push, which allows a server to push several
responses for answering one client request [36]. For example,
with HTTP/2 Server Push, a typical news website like CNN.
com can reply for one request withmultiple responses which
may easily accumulate up to tens of megabytes (e.g., static
and dynamic contents such as images and database query
results). Third, setting an oversized size TCP send buffer
only for the peak size of server responses could lead to TCP
over-buffering, which not only risks running out of the
server memory under high concurrency workload but also
causes the sluggish interactive response problem [37]. Thus,
it is a big challenge to set an appropriate size of the TCP send
buffer in advance to avoid thewrite-spin problem.

In fact, TCP Auto-Tuning function already presents in
Linux kernel above 2.4, which is supposed to automatically
adjust the size of the TCP send buffer to maximize the band-
width utilization [38] according to the runtime network

conditions. However, TCP Auto-Tuning mainly focuses on
maximizing the utilization of the available bandwidth of the
link between the client and the server using Bandwidth-
Delay Product (BDP) rule [39] without the knowledge of the
application information such as response sizes. Besides, our
experiments show that the default TCP Auto-Tuning algo-
rithm is conservative in choosing the send buffer size to
avoid frequent packets loss, thus avoid more delay for the
application caused by subsequent TCP retransmissions. As
a result, the size of the send buffer after auto-tuning may
still be deficient for applications, resulting in the write-spin
problem for the asynchronous servers. Fig. 10 shows Sin-

gleT-Async with auto-tuning performs worse than the
other case with a fixed large TCP send buffer (100KB), sug-
gesting the occurrence of the write-spin problem. We note
that TCP auto-tuning is intended to maximize the band-
width utilization regardless of different runtime network
conditions. In this set of experiments, we also vary network
latency between the server node and the client node from
0ms to 20ms. The experimental results show that the perfor-
mance gap between two servers is notably enlarged when
non-negligible network latency exists as shown in Fig. 10.
We will discuss more in the next section.

4.2 Write-Spin Exaggerated by Network Latency

Network latency is inevitable in modern cloud data centers.
In general, it ranges from a few to tens of milliseconds
depending on the location of the component servers, which
may run on the different physical nodes located in different
racks or even data centers. Our experiments reveal that the
non-negligible network latency can exaggerate the overhead
caused by the write-spin problem, leading to significant per-
formance loss.

We show the impact of network latency on the perfor-
mance of the thread-based and asynchronous servers in
Fig. 11. The workload concurrency is 100 and the server
response size is 100KB. The TCP send buffer size is 16KB
by default, with which the write-spin problem occurs in
the asynchronous servers. To quantitatively control the
network latency, we use the traffic control tool “tc” in the
client node. Fig. 11a shows that in a non-negligible network
latency scenario, both the asynchronous SingleT-Async

and sTomcat-Async-Fix have a significant throughput
drop. For example, the maximum achievable throughput
of SingleT-Async surprisingly degrades by 95 percent
when a small 5-millisecond increase in network latency.

Our further analysis shows that such a significant
throughput degradation is caused by the amplification effect

Fig. 9. Write-spin problem causes unnecessary system calls, leading to
severe CPU overhead and throughput loss. Due to a small TCP send
buffer size and the TCP wait-ACK mechanism, a worker thread write-
pins on the socket.write() and can only continue to send more data
after receiving ACKs of previously sent packets.

Fig. 10. TCP Auto-Tuning is unable to solve write-spin problem due to
insufficient application context. The server response size is 100KB and
the workload concurrency is 100.
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on response time when the write-spin problem occurs. In a
write-spin scenario, an asynchronous server needs multiple
rounds of data transfer to send a large size response (e.g.,
100KB) out because of the small TCP send buffer. The server
only continues to transfer data until it receives the ACKs
from the clients for the previously sent-out packets (see
Fig. 9). Therefore, a small increase in network latency can
lead to a long delay in the server response time in Fig. 11b.
For instance, the response time of SingleT-Async is ampli-
fied from 0.18s to 3.60s after adding 5-millisecond network
latency. Based on Little’s Law, the server throughput has a
negative correlation with the response time if the workload
concurrency (concurrent requests in the server) keeps the
same. Thus, 20 times increase in the server response time
leads to 95 percent throughput degradation of SingleT-
Async as shown in Fig. 11a.

4.3 Impact of Client Receive Buffer Size

Other network factors may also trigger the write-spin prob-
lem in an asynchronous server, causing significant per-
formance degradation. For example, a client’s TCP receive
buffer size decides howmuchdata that the sender (the server)
can send at one time. Small TCP receive buffer size means
the server needs to transfer a large size of response multi-
ple times in order to finish the transfer, which exaggerates
the write-spin problem and degrades the server through-
put [39]. In fact the receive buffer size is determined by the
TCP flow control mechanism between a client and a server
(similar to the send buffer size in the server side), how-
ever, the diversity of clients in recent years (e.g., cell
phones or tablets) may limit a client’s send buffer size
due to its limited physical resources (e.g., memory). For
example, the receive buffer size in the popular mobile OS
Android [40] is only 4098 bytes (�4KB) [41], which is far
from sufficient for most modern web applications.

In this set of experiments, we vary the client receive
buffer size from 4KB to 100KB to study its impact on the
performance of an asynchronous server when sending a rel-
atively large response size (100KB), shown in Fig. 12. The
thread-based sTomcat-Sync acts as a baseline. The net-
work latency in both cases keeps zero. This figure shows
that SingleT-Async achieves 170 percent higher through-
put when the client receive buffer increases from 4KB to
100KB. The poor performance in the 4KB case is because of
the severe write-spin problem caused by small client receive
buffer size and the TCP flow control mechanism as men-
tioned above. On the other hand, sTomcat-Sync has a

more stable performance under different client receive
buffer settings because multithreading mitigates the write-
spin problem through parallel data transfer as shown in
Fig. 12.

5 SOLUTION

In the previous sections, we have studied two design defi-
ciencies of asynchronous servers due to the inefficient event
processing flow: the context switch problem and the write-
spin problem. The former one is caused by the poor design
of unnecessary event dispatching between the reactor
thread and the worker threads (see Table 3), while the latter
one results from the unpredictability of the server response
size and the limited TCP send buffer size. Although our
work is motivated by a 3-tier system throughput drop
caused by an inefficient asynchronous Tomcat server (see
Section 2.3), we found that many open-sourced asynchro-
nous software packages suffer from the same problems as
in the asynchronous Tomcat (see Table 1).

To design a good performance and high efficiency asyn-
chronous server, we should solve the aforementioned two
deficiencies under different runtime workload and network
conditions. In this section, we first studyNetty [12], a widely-
used asynchronous event-driven network I/O framework.
Netty employs an improved design of event processing flow
and provides application-level write operation optimization,
with the aim of mitigating the overhead caused by two defi-
cienciesmentioned above, butwith a non-trivial optimization
overhead. We then present our hybrid solution, which aims
to solve the two deficiencies while avoids theNetty optimiza-
tion overhead by exploiting the merits of the different asyn-
chronous architectures.

5.1 Netty for Reducing Context Switches
and Write-Spin

Netty is a widely-used asynchronous event-driven network
I/O framework for rapid development of good performance
Internet servers. Netty can be categorized into the second
design of asynchronous architectures (see Section 2.1),
which uses a reactor thread to accept new connections and
small size of the worker thread pool to handle established
connections with pending events.

Although using worker threads, Netty makes two signi-
ficant changes to minimize the context switches compared
to sTomcat-Async and sTomcat-Async-Fix. First, the
reactor thread and the worker threads in Netty take different

Fig. 11. Performance degradation of asynchronous servers is exagger-
ated when write-spin occurs and non-negligible network latency exists.
The server response size is 100KB while the TCP send buffer size is the
default 16KB.

Fig. 12. Write-spin problem still exists when the client receive buffer size
is small, due to the TCP flow control mechanism. We set the server
response size to 100KB. The server TCP Auto-Tuning feature is enabled
by default.
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roles compared to those in sTomcatAsync and sTomcat-

Async-Fix. We note that in the case of sTomcat-Async
and sTomcat-Async-Fix, the reactor thread is responsible
for accepting new connections and monitoring events, and
worker threads only take charge of handling events; the
event dispatches between the reactor thread and worker
threads involve context switches (step 1�4 in Fig. 5). On the
other hand, such frequent event dispatching no longer exists
in Netty: the reactor thread only takes charge of accepting
new connections and assigning each established connection
to a worker thread; each worker thread takes charge of both
monitoring and handling events for the assigned connec-
tions. As a result, such a role change of the reactor thread
and the worker threads in Netty can reduce context switches
significantly. Second, Netty adopts a pipeline design of event
handlers for business logic, in which the output of a prede-
cessor handler is passed to the next handler in line through a
function call (all handlers are processed by the same worker
thread), thus avoiding unnecessary intermediate events and
the associated context switches between the reactor thread
and theworker threads.

To alleviate the write-spin problem, Netty uses a runtime
write-spin checking when the processing worker thread
tries to send a large amount of data (i.e., server responses)
to the kernel using socket.write(). Concretely, each
Netty worker thread records the total number of socket.
write() has been called to copy a single response to TCP

send buffer, noted as a counter writeSpin, shown in
Fig. 13. For each socket.write(), the processing worker
thread keeps track of the total bytes of data which has been
sent to the kernel, referred as return_size. We note that
the processing worker thread will jump out the write spin if
either two of the following conditions is met:

� The return_size equals to zero, suggesting the
fullness of the TCP send buffer;

� The writeSpin is greater than a user-defined
threshold (16 in Netty-v4 by default), indicating a
severe write-spin problem;

When jumping out, the processing worker thread will
suspend current data transfer, save the connection context,
and resume this data transfer after it loops over other avail-
able connections with pending events. Thus Netty is able to
prevent the processing worker thread from blocking on a
certain connection for copying a large size response to the
TCP send buffer in the kernel. However, such an optimiza-
tion brings the inevitable CPU overhead when no write-
spin problem exists in the small size response case.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of a Netty-based server
to mitigate the write-spin problem but with the associated
optimization overhead in Fig. 14. We build a Netty-based
simple application server, noted as NettyServer. The
figure shows the throughput comparison among three types
of servers (Single-Async, NettyServer, and sTomcat-

Sync) under different workload concurrencies and response
sizes. To evaluate the impact of performance on different
servers in both with and without write-spin problem scenar-
ios, the TCP send buffer size is set to 16KB by default. Thus
nowrite-spin problem occurs in the 0.1KB and 10KB response
size cases, but a serious write-spin problem in the 100KB
response size case. We show that NettyServer outper-
forms other two types of servers when the response size is
100KB, shown in Fig. 14c. For example, NettyServer

achieves 27 percent higher throughput than Single-Async

as the workload concurrency is 100, indicating the effective-
ness ofNettyServer’s write optimization technique inmiti-
gating the write-spin problem; NettyServer achieves
10 percent higher throughput than sTomcat-Sync at the
sameworkload concurrency, suggesting NettyServermin-
imizes the heavy multithreading overhead. However, such
performance superiority is reversed as the response size
decreases to 0.1KB and 10KB in Fig. 14a and 14b. For exam-
ple, NettyServer performs 17 percent less in throughput

Fig. 13. Netty adopts a runtime checking to mitigate the overhead
caused by write-spin problem.

Fig. 14. Netty effectively mitigates the write-spin problem in the large response size case but introduces non-trivial write optimization overhead in the
small response size case. We set the size of TCP send buffer to the default 16KB. (a) and (b) show that NettyServer has lower throughput than
SingleT-Async, suggesting non-trivial write optimization overhead, while (c) shows that Netty achieves the best performance out of three types of
servers, indicating the effectiveness of alleviating the write-spin problem.
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compared to SingleT-Async at the workload concurrency
100 when the response size is 0.1KB in Fig. 14a, suggesting
the non-trivial optimization overhead in the case of the
absence of the write-spin problem in NettyServer. Thus
there is no one-size-fits-all solution that outperforms the
other types of servers under variousworkload conditions.

We also found such a non-trivial optimization overhead
widely exists in many mainstreamed asynchronous servers
(see Table 1), for example, Nginx [9] and Lighttpd [10].

5.2 A Hybrid Solution

So far we have shown that an appropriately chosen asyn-
chronous solution (see Fig. 14) can always provide better per-
formance than the thread-based counterpart under various
runtimeworkload conditions. However, there is no one-size-
fits-all asynchronous solution which always achieves the
best performance. Concretely, SingleT-Async encounters
the write-spin problem when the response size is large (see
Section 4.1); and NettyServer encounters the non-trivial
optimization overhead when the response size is small (see
Section 5.1). To address such two server design deficiencies,
we propose a hybrid solution by exploiting the merits of
both SingleT-Async and NettyServer regardless of dif-
ferent runtime workload and network conditions. There are
two assumptions for our hybrid solution:

� The response size is unpredictable.
� The workload is in-memory workload.
The first assumption eliminates the case that the server is

launched with a large fixed size of TCP send buffer for each
connection to avoid the write-spin problem. It is valid due
to the difficulty of predicting the server response size and
the over-buffering problem that we have discussed in
Section 4.1. The second assumption excludes the case of fre-
quent disk I/O blocking the processing worker thread. This
is also valid since in-memory stores like Memcached [42]
and Redis [43] are widely used by modern internet services
due to the strict low-latency requirement [44]. The solution
for workloads involving frequent disk I/O is beyond the
scope of this paper and requires additional research.

Our hybrid solution integrates the merits of different
asynchronous architectures to efficiently handle client
requests under various runtime workload and network
conditions, shown in Fig. 15. We refer our hybrid solution
as HybridNetty. Concretely, HybridNetty extends the
native Netty by applying a lightweight profiling technique
to check the occurrence of the write-spin problem for each
request at the beginning of server runtime (i.e., the initial
warm-up phase). In this case, HybridNetty categorizes all
incoming requests into two classes: thewriteSpinReq requests
and the nonWriteSpinReq requests. The writeSpinReq requests
cause the write-spin problem while the nonWriteSpinReq
requests do not. During runtime phase, HybridNetty

maintains a map object which keeps a record of category for
each request. Thus when a new request comes, Hybrid-
Netty checks the category of the request in the map object,
and then determines the most efficient event processing flow
to process the request (see check req type in Fig. 15). Con-
cretely, HybridNetty will choose the NettyServer exe-
cution path to process each writeSpinReq request to avoid the
write-spin problem and the SingleT-Async execution

path to process each nonWriteSpinReq request to avoid the
overhead caused by the write operation optimization. We
note the server response size even for the same request could
change over time due to the changes of system state (e.g.,
the dataset has changed). In this case, the map object will
be updated once HybridNetty detects a request has
been categorized into a wrong class, thus HybridNetty is
able to keep the latest category of each request for future
efficient processing. Since our hybrid solution passively pro-
file each incoming request, it cannot completely solve the
write-spin problem. The write-spin problem occurs first,
and then it is fixed by dynamically choosing the most effi-
cient execution path according to different the request
category. Thus the frequency of the write-spin problem is
dramatically reduced.

There are two potential extensions of HybridNetty to
further improve its performance. The first one is an alterna-
tive non-blocking I/O pattern, which blocks the write-spin
worker thread using select, poll, or epoll and enables
the reactor thread to poll for completed I/O operations. Such
a pattern is able to provide potential performance improve-
ment of HybridNetty by completely avoiding the write-
spin problem. The second one is that the reactor thread can
be removed in HybridNetty, and the limited number of the
worker threads can compete for a shared spin-lock to call the
system call socket.accept() and accept new connec-
tions. Such a extension can further remove the context switch
overhead between the main reactor thread and other worker
threads, especially under certain workload that the main
reactor thread needs to frequently hand over new estab-
lished connections to worker threads. However, such two
extensions of HybridNetty need more investigation, and
wewill make it as our futurework.

5.3 Experimental Validation

Validation in a Single-Core Environment. We validate the effi-
ciency of our hybrid solution compared to SingleT-Async

and NettyServer under various runtime workload condi-
tions and network latencies in Fig. 16. The workload is com-
posed of two categories of requests: the heavy requests and
the light requests. These two categories of request differ in
the size of the server response; heavy requests, due to their
large response size (100KB), are able to trigger the write-spin

Fig. 15. Illustration of the worker thread processing flow in Hybrid
solution.
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problem while light requests (0.1KB) can not.2 To simulate
different realistic workload scenarios, we vary the ratio of
heavy requests from 0 and 100 percent. To clearly show the
effectiveness of our hybrid solution, we adopt the normal-
ized throughput comparison and use the HybridNetty as
the baseline.

Validation in a Multi-Core Environment. We also validate
the effectiveness of our hybrid solution in a multi-core envi-
ronment in Fig. 17. The workload concurrency is 100 and the
TCP send buffer size is 16KB by default. In this set of experi-
ments, the workload is composed of 2 percent heavy
requests and 98 percent light requests, which follows Face-
book’s Memcached workload report [46]. To perform a fair
comparison, we adopt theN-copy model [28] to enable three
servers to take advantage of multiple cores in Fig. 17. The
figure shows that the maximum achievable throughput of
each type of servers scales as the number of cores increases;
HybridNetty outperforms the other two in all scenarios.
For example, Fig. 17b shows that HybridNetty performs
almost 10X higher than SingleT-Async and 35 percent
higher than NettyServer in throughput respectively in a
quad-core environment when the network latency is 5ms,
suggesting the effectiveness of our solution in resolving the
context switch problem and the write-spin problem without
significant write operation optimization overhead.

6 RELATED WORK

Synchronous Thread-Based Server Designs for High Concurrency
Support. Many previous research efforts in this category [4],
[47], [48], [49] share a similar goal: achieving the same or even
better performance compared to the corresponding asyn-
chronous event-driven counterparts. For instance, Behren

et al. [47] presents a scalable user-space thread library
Capriccio [48] and demonstrates that the threads can pro-
vide all the benefits of the events but with a simpler and
more natural programming model. They further show a
Capriccio-based synchronous server Knot is able to out-
perform SEDA’s event-driven server Haboob [3] under
high concurrency workload (up to tens of thousands of
concurrent clients). However, Krohn et al. [4] show that
the thread library Capriccio uses sophisticated stack man-
agement to mimic the event handling to the underlying
operating system. In addition, the authors of Capriccio
also notice that the thread interface still lacks flexibility
compared to the events [47]. These research efforts imply
that the asynchronous event-driven architecture still plays
an important role in constructing high performance and
high-efficiency Internet servers.

There are plenty of research works to show that asyn-
chronous event-driven architecture has been considered as
a superior alternative to the thread-based design for high
performance systems [50], [51], [52]. For example, Cheng
et al. adopt asynchronous design in an I/O efficient graph
system to solve problems of poor I/O locality, efficient
selective scheduling, and expensive synchronization cost.
The optimizations for asynchronous event-driven servers
can be further divided into two broad categories.

OS-Level Optimization for Asynchronous Event-Driven Serv-
ers. Research work in this category is mainly motivated by
mitigating the unnecessary system calls (e.g., event notifi-
cation mechanisms such as select, poll, and epoll) and the
associated CPU overhead [53], [54], [55] when facing
high concurrency workload. For example, Lever et al. [47]
present a high-performance in-kernel web server TUX,
which eliminates the user/kernel crossings overhead by
delegating both event monitoring and event handling to
the kernel thread. Han et al. [54] present a scalable and

Fig. 16. Our hybrid solution achieves the best performance under various mixes of workload and network latencies. We set the workload concurrency
to 100 and the TCP send buffer size to the default 16KB. We compare the normalized throughput among the three types of servers and use Hybrid-

Netty as the baseline.

Fig. 17. Our hybrid solution still performs the best in a multi-core environment. We keep the workload concurrency to be 100; the workload consists of
2 percent heavy and 98 percent light requests. Both (a) and (b) shows that HybridNetty performs the best from one-core to quad-core, with or
without network latency.

2. Each TCP connection has private send buffer [45], thus the write-
spin problem is only caused by connections with the heavy requests.
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efficient network I/O named MegaPipe, to lighten applica-
tion layer socket-related system calls for message-oriented
workloads.

Configurations Tuning for Asynchronous Event-Driven Servers.
Previous work concludes that an asynchronous web server
needs to be well-tuned for the best performance [16], [50],
[56], [57], [58], [59], [60], [61]. For example, Brecht et al. [56]
study the impact of connection-accepting strategies (either
aggressive or passive) on the performance of the asynchro-
nous event-driven mServer. Pariag et al. [16] analyze the
impact of maximum simultaneous connections and differ-
ent socket I/O (either blocking or non-blocking) on the per-
formance of different asynchronous architectures such as
the single-threaded mServer and the staged design Wat-
Pipe. Google’s research group [57] reports that increasing
TCP’s initial congestion window is able to significantly
improve average HTTP response latency in high latency
and low bandwidth networks. Our work in the paper is
closely related to their research. Previous research efforts
focus on either OS-level optimization or configurations tun-
ing for asynchronous event-driven servers. Our approach
focuses more on optimizing server architecture, thus our
work and their work are complementary. The lessons that
we learned from their work may also apply to our pro-
posed solution.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we show the impact of the event processing
flow on the efficiency of asynchronous servers. Through
extensive experiments using both realistic macro- and
micro-benchmarks, we observe that the inefficient design of
the event processing flow in an asynchronous server may
cause high CPU overhead and result in significant perfor-
mance loss in comparison with the thread-based counter-
part. Concretely, the inefficient design of event processing
flow may either cause high CPU context switch overhead
between event handlers (see Section 3) or the write-spin
problem when dealing with large size of server responses
(see Section 4). Some network-related factors (e.g., network
latency and client receive buffer) will exaggerate the degra-
dation of asynchronous server performance. We present a
hybrid solution which exploits the merits of different asyn-
chronous event-driven architectures to adapt to dynamic
runtime workload and network conditions (see Section 5).
In general, our research results provide a solid building
block in developing modern Internet servers that can
achieve both high performance and high resource efficiency
in the cloud.
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